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WHAT COUNTS IN HOW THE GAME IS'PLAYED: INCREASI G ACHIEVEMENT" IN

LEARNING MATHEMATICS BY CHANGING.THE SCORINGTNAN

INSTRUCTIONAL GAME*

, bY '.. h.

.,..

Layman E. Allen, Gloria Jackson, Joj1-1 Ross, and Stuart:White
. . ,

.' University.of Michigan. ' .

ti
Prior investigations have indicated that instructional gaming has

strong effects in enhancing motivation and dchievement inwlearning

mathematics. In this study two experiments. indicate that modification of

the method of scoring in the EQUATIONS game further enhances achievement

in-learning specific mathematical ideas -- more than ddubling the mean ,

increase in test results. The experimental scoring method (4+ scoring)

was introduced into year-long instructional gaming tournamAts in two

plassroois: a seventh-grade class,in an''urban inner-city School and an .

eighth-grade,class in a suburban'university-community school. The 4+

scoring is A relatively minor tedification of convenFional scorieng

method; {it alio& learners to obtain bonus points' for' constructing more

complex solutions in -the tournament play. The resultp in the experimental

claises were,compared with those.in other correspoaing-levl classes taught

by the same teachers in,which the conventional scorit method for EQUATIONS

tournaments. was used.' The mean difference in.pretest/pcisttest%results was '

nearly three times as great,in the experimental class as in the oonttql class

in the eighthLgrade $roupan4anearly doable in the seventh7grade group. The

magnitude of the relative difference inchievement elidited by such seemingly

-.minor modification-of proceduie IsllUrprfSig. ItiS groundi for optimism _

4, about the potentialities for imOoVing learning processes by channeling

attention appropriately."
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WHAT COUNTS IS HOW. THE GAME IS PLAYED: EFFECTS IN INSTkUCTIONAL GAMING

OF CHANGES INLSCORING-UPON LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT
.

' by

Layman E. Allen, Gloria Jackson, Joan-ltoss; and StuartWhite

. -

University of Michigan

) INTRODUCTION -

Prior investigation indicates that'intructional gaming can be an
effective tool for enhancing both motivation and achievement in the
learning Of mathematics. This study explores the extent to which 'the,
'effectiveness'ofinstructiral gaming in facilitating the laarning-ef
specific mathematiCal ideas-can be increased by incorporating devides that
chat7pel learners' attention upon those ideas. In particular, the effect
of channeling attention by changing the method of scoring is explored..

Background

.Research on the use of 1A -type (Resource Allocation) nonaimulation
games (Allen, 1972) began in the early 1960's with the first ofthis"-6Te.
Of game to'be published -- namely, WFF 'N PROOF: The Game of Roder!).
Logic (Allen, 1961). Initial results showed that an intensive exposure
to the WFF"N PROOF materials in a classroom tournatent was accokpinied
by significant increases,in the scores of participants on the nonlailguage
part ofstandard T.Q. tests(Allen,_Allen & Miller, 1966; Jeffries, 1969);

.

the'mean increase in one study was more than 20 points (Allan-, Al*R. &
Rpss, 1970). Subsequent investigations with a game designed for.facilita-
ting the. learning of mathematics -- tQUATIONS: The' Game of Creatiye
Mathematics (Allen, 1963) showed that its use ix 'a cl 'loom tournament
setting was accompanied by significant increases in icators of pet-
vation and achievement. Using -student absentee as, a"pervasive'and
pragmatic ,indicator of motivation in the ,sen of student attitudes toward
the learning environment of thd-mathemati_c claistooln,*rasulte.of a, year-
long study in a Detroit. inner-city schodl showed that tl-vg mean absentee
rate in classes employing instructional gaming in a tournament - structure
was significantly less than (les#tban 9ne-third) the corresporiding rate
Al control clasaes (Allen & Main, 1973). Uaing,observationa,of student-
behavior, studets' reports of ,their relationships with- clasSmates,
students' reports of the classroom envitpnment asindicators of-vari9ns -

aspects of the total classroom prOcess,5eVries.and Edwards (173) repprt .

that mathematics clasies using instructiopal.gaming tournaments had
significantly more peer tutoring and that students perceiyed the class ,

as significantly more statisfying,.less difficult, and less coMpetAtiVe
than stuaents in contrOlclasses The same.investigatOrs alto found .

indications of greater socia .in egration in instructional gaming claSses
,. ,.-

'
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.than in:other classes; there was significantly more cross-race.and cross-
,sex.interaction (DeVries & Edwards, 1972). Perhaps not surprisigky-, in
the same series of studies there, were significantly greater gains in
mathematics achievement as indicated by Stanford Achievement Test and '

a spetially-constructed divergent solutions test on the part of those
classes engaged in instructional, gaming that experienced .these more

,
pogitive social and motiVational effects than in fhe control classes
(Edwards,,DeVries & Snyder, 1972). There had been earlier indications
of increased gains _in mathematics achievement accompAying the classroom
tournament lase of the EQDATIONS,game; four months of instruction using
gaming resulted in an average increase in arithmetic reasoning of .1.3

\s'yeArp,.seven- months mote than the average gain in the control cl)ass
(Egerton, 1966): Subsequent studies tend to confirm. that strong effects
upon achievement result whentheinstructional gaming' experience is
accompanied by attention-channeling techniques that focus attention upon
specific'mathematical cOncepts. One of these techniques uses a solitaire
version.of EQUATIONS with_printed pamphlets called IMP. (Instructional
Math Play,)' Kits; they simulate a computer playing the game as an effec--._
tive teacher of a specificconcept (Allen & Ross, 1971). Students who
used the IMP Kits sdlathig_five class periods'over a two-week period
sustained significantly.greater gains (doubled their performance scores)
than did students who were otherwise presented the same content in
control classes on tests containing extremely difficult problems (see
Appendix A for examples) on concepts presented in the IMP Kits (Allen &
Ross, 1974a; Allene& Ross 1974b) . HoWever, no Significant changes
occurred in either the motivational or achievement dimension i..lhen the
EQUATIONS game,was used for a shorter period, without the cooperative
features of the learning environment introduced with the games, and
without the tournament.procedpre, which'is designed to individualize .

the problems presented. to each learner and to equalize the reinforcements
)q,Chieved.gtong all members of the class (Henry, 1973)."'

c

Channeling Attention Upon Specific Mathematical Concepts

. The basic game of EQUATIONS allows participants virtually. complete

.freedom in determining which of various elementary arithmetic ideas they
will.dealWith, but it can easily be modified to focus -attention upon
specific ideas. The game is played by two or more persoti: with the
objective of finding ways of expresOng equations _by using simple arith-
metic-operations and numbers. One player defines the Goal (the rights-side

' of an equation) by selection of same of.the numbers and operations.
A provided by a roll of a4ozen or nibrespecial dice. The players then

try to Came as close as possible to supplying the left side of the equation
(the Solution) 'without actually doing -so, by moving one Ale -at a time from.,
the remaining .dice. If a mover gets too close to a Solution or prevents

4f

all Solutions (by elininisiting'cruCial dice from play)-, the, other pl'ayers

have an opportunity to win by. challenging "the errant:mover: .All complaeed
EOUATIONS games end with some (non- null)subset Of the players having

. " .A.

\
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the burden' of proving that there is a Solution; equal to the Goal that
' can be built from a constrained set.of digits and operators. They score

points if and only if they write such a SolutiOn. Those who.do,not have
the burden of proof score points if and-only if nobody writes a Solution.
IndBagic EQUATIONSthe.characteristics of the SOlution_written are .unim-."
portant with respect to the scoring. A player can write easy Stlutions
or ones containing difficult ideas, and, neither will make any diffgrence
in his or her scores. The score of a player is independent Of the degree
of difficulty of the mathematics used in writing a Solution. heTo t
extent thA therSis incentive to players to learn more sophists cg
matheiatital ideas in Basic EQUATIONS, it is provided by the game Struc-
ture: those whose understanding is.deeper or whose knowledge dt content
is broader are ,more likely to' win. For a more getailed'account of .

EQUATIONS, the classroom tournament setting in which, it is used, and the
team organizatio

,(1973).
for'eliciing cooperative behavior, see Allen & Main

ll'One Of the most:powerful meansof extending the scope of the 'basic
genie and channeling attention on specific mathematical concepts'is,through
a icariant of, the game called Adventurous EQUATIONS. In this variation the
pikers become games designers as well as continuing the'three&les they

rform in the basic game:- learners, teachers, and diagnosticians. They

treaee new games'by adding rules fo the basic-game, introducing other-
. mathematical cliptepts by way of. the added rules. For example, an &Wen-
tnrous rule tha^emphasizes the relationship between fractions and.
decimals is: (a) When building a'§olntion, a player bust specify where
the decimal point(s) occur in the Goal, but no decimal points are allowed
in the. Solution. phus-,-d'Goal of 2x3.carrbeanterpreted as 6, .6, or

06.) Examples of-fdventurous'rules that extend themathematical content.,
of the play are:. °(b) The die shall'not represent the subiraction
operation; instead itishall represent the log.dperation. (c) The die

- shall not represent the division operation; instead .i shall represent
the imaginary number i. .

A second method for channeling attention upon specific mathematical-
-c:oncepti is through variations of 'the Playing Mat on Which the game is

played. For'example, instead of dealing onlywith equationsinvolving the
. equality relationship between two-expressions as in Basic EQUATIONS (i.e.;

Solution
----
Go

); by 'changing the Playing. Mat the game can be generalized
al

' to emphasize otner relations. A Playing Mat with A . < B

yould I I phasize the "less-than" relation, while a Playing Mat with
is'dne-half of - .wddld focus attentiorCon the concept. of /

mt±011id----prOpcirtionbymeasofthe"is,one-half. of" relation. The-
\ following Playlpg,Mat would structure a variant of EQUATIONS to.focus
attention upon the Foncppt of place-value by allowing players in moving
tie dice to require or permit other players to use numbers with various.-

place values:

. .
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Forbidden

n

Permitted Required
_

I
Tenths Place'

. i

.
.

.
.

, .

Unite Plage . . ..

Tens Pledes':
.

.
,

.

.

Hundreds Place .

.
,

.

A third method for channeling attentiO upon speCific mathematical
concepts is through puzzles associated with arious stages of playin the
game. FPI. expople; the idea of dividing by fraction would be emphasized
by the followingpuzzles: Using just one die from the Resdnrces, as many
as you wish from Permitted, all of those that are'Required, and none of.
'those.from Forbidden, construct alplution that is equal to the Goal, wittr
out. using any multiple-digit numbers.

N
Resources . Permitted Required Forbidden

+ x
2

5 7

6 2

1 4

.1 2 '

Soluiion' Goal
Such puzzles can be used to stimulate thought, in the classroom in a variety
of wayqu as a cooperative activity for the teams, as remedilal work for
ndividuals, or as homework or otherwise for the entire class'.

,A fourth method for channeling attention upon_ specrEicvathematigar-,

ideas, one ,already known to be effective for increasing mathematics achieve-
ment, is; play of EQUATIONS 'by individuals Using theIHP' (Instliructibnal
MatkPlaY).Kitst The kits are pamphlet-taimulatiAs of a highly-tianched
(usually involving thousands of alternative pathways) computer- assisted
instruction program; each designed to make moves in" such a way as to

A direct the user to Consider a specific 'mathematical ;idea. (For .amore
detailed_ description of the IMP Kits, see Allen & Ross, 1974a). -.For
example, in the following situation by moving the + die to forbidden .tht.
IMP Programoul4 extinguishthe obvious 4+5 Solution-POsiibilitvand
thereby ultixhately lead the learner toconsider a Solution involving the
subtractibn of %a negative number (the idea it was. designed' to,teach).:

,

Resources Goal

2. 4 5 6. 9 12t
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,Experiepee with the IMP Kits clearly' suggests the importance of channeling
attention on spec ic 'content as well as the frequendy'and immediacyof

..feedhadk,as_factor contributing to the effectiveness, of mathematicsu

i ltarniRg. 0
, .

'.\ -
.

.

.
A fifth method .for,chanrieling attention mini specific mathematical ' >

ideas.-.-in' this case pon the more complex ideas that' may arise illithe

course of play -- is method that the40 is very. little experience t, t1 as-

yet; it is a variant of the basic game called the '!Snuffing" versio4. In
..1

thislvetsion a player can gain a'bontis point on his:-op bar turn by ',(*)
writing out i'Solution-Possibility publicly, for all ,the other ylayeps to
see and then (b) making a Move that "snuffs out" (eXp&nOishes) thst

,. Solution- Passibility. The introduction ofithe snuffing rule increafes ,the'
feedback possibilities enormously among the players about Solutionsf. involving

, different mathematical idpas. Instead-of, showing each other a Solution

only once -- at the end of the play of a game t."6en one of the playepp has

.the burden' of proof as is the .case In Basic .EQUATIONS --'in the e4Sndffing

version there is .incentive for players to` show a Solution pp each other on

every turn. It also shouIg have the effect of getting ,rid of the Solu-
tions that involve only relatively easy ideas early in the play deagame.
and gently nudge the players in.later,play to exploie more smbtle-

%

.

Solutions invoAing ideas that are more complex. Another effect of the.

.
' Snuffing version with its writing out .of Solutions of every move, is that '

IP; \ it seems to- slow down the pace of play, unleths some compensating adjUstment
is made. 'The pace of a play Can be re-enlivened ty having each player make

. two moves when it is his or her turn, instead of just-ape. Still another

effect of the Snuffing version, unless ,compensated for, is to decrease
... /, .

the importance of.the la at the end of the game; the regular scoring for, .

achitvement in sustaining the burden of proof-by constructing a Solutipn .

is swamped by theNbonus Scoring. It was in roixinke to this difficulty
that the 4+ Scoring- Method was devised; it is a, sixth method for channeling

attention uponspecific pathematical concepts and the method that Is

itivestigated.in two intact-Classroom experiments in this study. In general

it is a technique for providing incentive to learn more mathematical ideas

b making 'the players' scores depend upon the quality of the Solutions

otfeied: T11e more complex the ideas, used in a Solution, the higher the

score. The 4+ Scoring Method is described in-detail in the next section.
There, are undoattdly many' more methods for channeling attention upoil
specific ideas.in'conjunction with EQUATIONS; imaginative teachers he
already devised a number Of them; and many more are likely to be forth-

coming,

Subjects '

METHOD
- 1,70

) .

The samples in these two. experiments consisted of 37 stkderits from. ...-

two eighth-grade classes atiplague Jtinior High School in An ATbor, Michigan

(a subprban university community); and'47 studetfts from two seventh -grade .

-9
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.. ,e. classes at Pelham Middle School in inper-city Detro t. _They were all the
students.enrolled in the four classes for the full ear fOr whom both preteet, .

anciposttest scores couIgrbe obtained. The Pelham classes ,were hetero-
' geneous; the students were not selected in any way. At Clague the top 15

percent of the eighth radersi:are encouraged to enroll in an algebra class,
rather tpan'in one of the regular mathematics classes. Other than-this, the
tworegUtar mathematic classes at CIague in the study were heterogeneouk
and the students unselected.

II

I

I )

.,

"5

Experimental: Conditions i ,

. 'I
There was an experimental class and a control 'class chosen at each.

'schobl before pretests were administered. At each school the same teacher
'taught both classes.1 Both had experience in using'sn EQUATIONS tournament*
in their regular mathematics classes: the Detroit teacher, three years'
experience; the Ann Arbor teacher, ondeyear. The control classes engaged
in a regular EQUATIONS-tourpament Once ak,weekthroughout the school year
and had regular Classes.tife other fouF der. The experimental classes also_
'engaged in an EQUATIONS tournament once a week' and had _regular classes the
ther four days, but they used the 4+ Scoring`Method'rether than the regular
ring method in their tournaments. Thus' the'only known difference betkeeff
two classes at each school was the method of scoring in the EQUATIONS

game used irn their once-a-week tournament. play. Thee teachers were the same,
the amount of tournament play was the same, the amount of regular classroom
time was the, same,the mode of assignment of students to the classes being
'compared was, the same, and the average pretest scores were not significantly
different.

b

In the regular scoring for EQUATIONS the number of points that a
player receives in the'play_ of a complete game depends upon (a) whethei
he or the other players sustain the burden of proof that there is aolution °

and (b) whether he is the Challenger, the Mover*, the Joiner, the Dealarer,
or an Other player. The number of points regular scoring ranges from
-1 to 2; .it is summarized in Table 1.

O

The number of Points received by a player in VA/ way depends,4on the ...
Characteristics Of the Solution what he ofOis. The only thing tat matters
iS that it is a Solution; it does,not matter how- siMple or how sophisticated
the mathematical ideas are that the Solution exemplifies. 't,.. 66.

. .

e

The 4+'ScorineRethod is just t opp1osite.In-this respect. A player'st

score is highly dependent upon-the..Characteristios of the Soltition that

he or she offert.,, A player can obtain bp-to foui\bontses,.depending upon

how "interesting'; ,the solution offered is -- hence, the m Scorings.-4+ Scoring. .

_.., %

,0

r
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Table 1

Regular (R) Scoring

-7-.

Points. For What

X02

1

0

.

9

Are

Win by Clollenger, Mover or Mover-joiner.

Win by Challenger- Joiner or any player Who
,builds a Solutidn in a Force-Out.

Loss by any player or failure r'.of a player
other than the Force-Out Daclarer (a
-Other player) to build a Soluticinin a'

Force -Out.

Failure of the 'perce-Out Declarer to'build

a Solution in eVorcerOut.

What mats a Solution "interesting" is the set of mathematical conceptS that
.o .

it exemplifies. In the 4+Scoring used in this study theie are'23 different
concepts for which bonuses may be obtained. Fqr example, a player gets a
bonus of-1 point if his Solution uses the-concept of exponentiation; 2 paints
if it uses the concept- of negative number;:3-points it it Uses the concept of.

-..<division by a fraction; 4 points if it uses 'the concept of a toot of ,a
.

fracelan; and 5 points if it uses the concept -of negative exponent. Thus 4'''

4' a Challenger Who'offex d the Solution, 4+[3*(6-7)], for a Goal of 12 would

///e

receive toll bonuses (tile maximum number) totaling 11 points,and his total
score for that-play of the- gape would- be 13 points in accordance with the

following 4+ Scoring formula:
_

- . -
. ,A

. .

4+ Score = (Regular Score) 1 (Up to 4 Bonuses ,.

0

S R + B
4

-
'.4

2 Negative number (6-.7)

5' 'Negative'eXponebt (3*(6-7))
4-bonuses

I' 1 Exponentiation(*)
3' Division by a fraction (4.[3*(6 -7)])

13 = 2 + 11

(In QUATIONS qe concept of exponehtiation is denoted by an asterisk.- For

examOe 3*2 = 3 = 3 x.3 awd 2*4 1 2 = 2x2x2X2.) It is possible for'a
-playerto get up to 22 pointson a a dbmplete play4wof a, game. of- EQUATIONS;
to get "the maximum sage he or-She would need to a Solution that ,usedi''

I
ct

,
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all four-of the:45 -point concepts. Of the 23 concepts foe which bonus. points

are available, five are 1-point concepts, five are 2-point concepts, five
are.3-point concepts, four are 4 -point concepts, and four are.5-point
concepts. All 23 'concepts and their point value, as well. as detailed exempli7
fi'cation of each, are presented in the Appendix B.

k-e is perhaps worth *emphasizing that there is'nothing sptcial
'the.particular 23 ideas that are presented in the version of 4+ tdoring.
used in, this study:00 The. number Of concepts for which bonus points will. be,

awarded,. which concepts, and what point value can all be varied in accord.:
with ;that' the classrooi teacher thinki is important' and wants to focus
attention 'upon by the, scoring. Thus zit scoring its highly flexible means.
fOTrchanneling attention upon whatever mathematical concepts a teacher
judges to -be worth emphasis. ,

0 //...
, -

r

. .

Dependent,Variables -
.

.

- .
_ 1

- The effects of the learning experiences of the experimental classes
,.,

and the control classes were Measured by for specially-Constructed serieS.
of pretests and four posttests. The first pair oftests,werd the same .

type of C --.tests_and R -tests used in the IMP Kit studies; the latter ,.. . .

consisted of 2r extremely difficult_R -type problems involvitrg*the 21 concepts
, ,

presented in the IMP Kits plus four "throw- away'; ,items that were'not counted
in the scoring. There ie close correspondence between these 21 concepts ,

and what is emphasized,in'the 4+ Scoring, used in thig%study; 18 of the 21
5:

are concepts for which bolluses were given.-' An examplet.of. an R -type problem
3'6:is.the following: `

'? As
4 4

.

. .
4 . .

f Calumn A . ,. Column B. . Columh-C-

-

. YES NO

. (/
.

......_. , 11110

?

(R) - L 3 6 8
- .-.

V . .
* By writing An X in the YES Or NO column, indicate whether or `not all . '

of the characters in Coltmin_A _can be appropriately.ordered'4and.grouped

'(ins .rting parentheses wherever necesSary) to form an expression equal
to the number in Column ilk, If your. answer is YES,write that .expression 1 ,
in Column C.

-'

j .

*
..

_

I
. -,,,t,

_ ,

..-

An example of a C-type problem involving exactly the same ,concept is the
..foils:Wing:. '

.
........-- -. . '.,.. ,

,!,
(C) 6-(1-3) = ? , ^, LI

,...
.

. i. ." .,.4 rf . z,,
4 . 4.-

.,All that is involved in\the C -type problem iscon14414,on..47 i.e.vvaluating
an-expression. However, with the R-type problem,,94tIftg computation '
involved, bilt.the.problem-solver also struggle_ s e..aspect of "#ppiiiag"

e '

an idea; he or she must recognize somehow the relevancel'a'-_the concur of
subtracting negative numbers for solving' the problem. In-general, whey: the .

.,
, e 5;

/
%.1.1 ..
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R -type and the C -type problems involve the
.

same cancepts, thell-type seem
tq be about three times as hard as the C -type; students and teachers get .

%about one -third as many,R-type.problems correct as they do of ,the corresponding
C -type problems. This first pair of tests, which had as content the 21 %

, c
concepts of the' IMP Kits presented In p- and ktype teats, is refetredto
in this study as the hard tests. The second pair ,inftests, whichhad simpler-
content presented in: C- and R-type tests; is ief4tred to asthe'eagy, rests.
The.coUtent of the easy tests was the "set of ideas emphasized in the seventh- :

'grade curriculum of Detroit, schools: problems Involving addition, subtraction,
)nultiplidation, and division of whole numbers, ,fractions, and decimal .:' ..
expressions; ordering 'and'groUping problems; and perCentage problems There,

is very little, correspondence between the content-Of. th4'easy tests and the ..

content, emphasized in the 4+ Scoring used in this study; only three of.cie '

23 concepts for which bonuses were given appear on the easy tests. ,Thus t
hgrd testa were

4,
content specific to the 4+ Scoring' used in this study; -thy' 0.

easy tests were not. .
..

, '

). .

. .

_9_

ft

4

TWO forms of each of the four tests were administered, half df each
form as' pretests and the other half as-posttests: All of the easy tests
were administered before: the' hard tests at,bathiptetesting andposttegting.
khe ordei of'administering the. C -tests and the Retests- and the-forms for
,both the easy tests and the hgtd .tests was ,balanced by dividing the samples
into' eight -grOups and administering as follows:

.
. . . ... t . ,

:..

Order of .

. Gi a G3-G4 G5'G6 GI G8 1

. °.
-- -, AdMinistration.

. Pretest 1. Cl Cl R1,R2 C2 C2 ill R2 ..

vb.
. 2 RI R2'C1 Cl R1 R2 C2 t2',

", t

. .
'

2
. - . .,

co

Posttest 1 R2* R1 C2.C2 R2 R1 Cl:C1 '. s

' C2 C2 'R2- Rl'Cl C1, R2. R1 .

.. ..

, \ #
i

;

Using'L (after) to denote the store on the C pos ttest and Cb-4befOre)-"io

denote'thec pretest score (and. similarly for thevR%postlesta and pretests), re
outcome measure's of sift dependent variables can be.specified for the easy 4

tests and the hard 6'sts.fbr each pair o classes separapely mad for the
Combination of both pAits .aa'follows: . I ( ' t 0.

, .

Cb C'" pretest score

t0 R 'pretest score , -
Ca ...# 41: posttest' score

Ra R posttest score'.
Cwt. score (Cg Ca-gb)

4 Rg 44gain-score:(Rg = Ra-Rb)

7

4

.

.,
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Differences between Wperitental
Classs on Pretest, Posttest, and
of C Tests and R-Tests at Seventh

,a.0.W.
,

(4+.Scoring): and Control (Regular Scoring)
Gain Scores for both Easycand Hard Versions

and Eighth Grade Levels and poth.Combined

.08

a

Cn Ex

'7th

Grade --,,'Grade'

EASY, TESTS

_4

.009

s

.003..

Cn,Ex Cn Ex

8th

- ,
Posttest:

Score

0.
on

=. Ex =..;

'Gain'

Score
Pretest ,

Scipre

Contr4 classes...

ExpehimentaVolasses:.
- . .

HARD 7,,V4TS.

Cn -

. 7th , 8th
Grade :, Grade

.

Cn Ex

Both

= Nvsignificant difference,

x =, Significance level of,differences "in posttest scores.
.

y,=.'Significance level Of difference's-In

Significanc& level of'dif

gain, score's.

ferenoes in pretest scores.;

-
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.'" RESVLT 4.4

The descriptive statistics fog pretests, posEtests, and ga n,scores on
both the easy and hard versions of the'C tests and .R tests'fo ee4peri-
mental classes with the 4+ Scoring and the control classes with regular
scoring are summarized in Figure 1 for the seventh .grade classes!, he eighth
gradecaasses, and for both combined. The combined results, in. Which's...the

sample sizes of the experimental and control groups-are about ...subjects

as4apposed to half that for the individual grades, Are morecin resting
in showing the contrast in performanCe gains between the-4+ scoring
classes and the.tbeular scoring classes. i

, A graphic representation.,of the mean pretest, ,post't'est, and lain scores,
as well as significlini differences ,between the experimental and con-era-1
classes on these ,measures, is also presented in Figure 1.

On pretest scores there were no significant differences between the ...r

experimental and control classes on either the hard-tests or the easy tests
for either the C tstsor the, R.,tests for the seventh grade, the eighth grade,
or .the combined `clashes. The Student. t (one-tailed) test was used through-

* Out to conpare the performanc4 of the 4+ Scoring classes with the control
classes.. Those that are significant at'a confidence level of less than .01$
are being/ characterized here.as strongly significant; at less than .05, . .,.

as significant; at less than .10,, as weakly'significant..
. ,

'
.:-.-.

On posttest scores on the C tests, the scores of the eighth grade
4+ Scoring class on the easy test here weakly significantly higher (.08 level)
and the scores of the 4+ Scoring classes- on the easy "C posttesta for both
grades combined lias 10.8, while for the control classes it was 8.8. On ,

the hard posttests the scores of the 4+ Scoring classes Were higher at each
grade level and for both combined; they were weakly.significantly higher
(.07 level) for the seventh grade classes, strOngly significantly, higher
(.009 level) for the eighth grade, anstrongly significantly higher '(.003
level) for both combined.. The mean'sCare for the 4+ Scoring classes on the
hard C posttest for both grades combined was 6.6 while ,for the control dlasses
it was 4.7.

. .
:.--1.

on 4e gain scores for the C tests the only scores of the 4+' Scoring
class that were significantly higher thanfthe control classes on the _easy,

dtests, ware those for the combined grades, and, were onlyA makly shgnifi-
. . .

they
cantly higher X.09 level). However, on the hard, tests, both.the-Scores for

the eightigrade for -the combined grades werestrongly significantly
higher (.002 and .003 levels, respectively) than the correspOnding control
classes. The mean gains, for which there was_a'significant differencel:on.
,the sy tests, were 2.5 for the 4+ Scoring classes and.,1.6 for the control
cl eait s. On the hard tests'ehe mean gains for the eighth grade classes were

4.3 and 1.3 and'-for the combined classes they 4iere 2:8 `and 1.0. 'There,weie

no other significant' differences 'between the experimental and control ,

'ClasSes on the b4est scores.'

^ I.

6

-4

I
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On the posttest scores for the R tests the ;results were similar to
'fhOse for the t tests on the easy tests, except that the seventh grade had
the weakly significant-retult rather than the eighth grade, The,scOres of
the seventh grade 4+ Sco ng

_rather

were- weakly significantly higher (.06
level) than those of the, ontrol class, and the scores of the combined A+.
Scoring classes were significan ly higher (.04 level-) than th9ee of the
control classes. The mean'seor for the seventh grade were 6.0 and 4.7=
while for the combined gi.ades-they' were 6.8 and 5.3. On.the hard tests only
twe) of the R posttest differences were significant. _the scones of the eighth.
grade 4+ Scoring class were.sig0ficantly higher (.05 level) than those of
the control class, and the scores of the combined 4+ sooting classes were
4gnificaptly higher (.03 than the control. classes.o.

.0n,the-ain scores for the R tests two differences were we
significant on the, eas'itests.- The scores of the seventh grade 4+ Scoring
class were Weakly significantly higher (..0 levelT than those of the control
class, and-the scores of the combined 4+ Scoring classes were weakly signifi-
cantly higher (.10 level) than those of the control classes. On the hard
tests, all three differences were significant; The scores of the seventh
grade', eighth -grade, and combined 4+ Sdoring classes were'Significantly_(.04
level), significanfly (.02 leve1), ,44 strongly significantly (.003 level)
higher than those of the respective control classes. ,

.

. .
....

,

The 'matt interesting of these results,'the differences in the measure
'of increase in performance-(the gain scores)i show up most Clea4.: in the
combined results for both grades summarized in Table 2. The differences in
I

Table 2

Comparison. on C Test-end R36its of the. Significance evels of
the Differences in tgins'Eetweenthe 4+-SCoring Claises and the
Control glasses on the' Easy Tests and thellaraiTest& -/ '

. ,
t .,

.Tests
. :-,e:

. Easy
_

.
., Hard

w

,

. .

,i

-"" c

.

R

;

,

'

.

:

Weakly 0

significant
' p'< AO

Wea y
sign -

1 3 < .10 -
:

.

.

0

.-..

,

Strongly
sig41ficant
p < .003 -

°

Strongly
significant-

.p < .003,
.

.

..,,

.

gains between the 4k,Storing
C tests and the R tests were
were strongly significant op
the 4+ Scoring.,

Y
#

°

classes and the control classes on both the .

weakly significant on the_, easy tests, huts they

t1 hard tests.thaeWere content - specific to

. .15
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DISCUSSION

What deserves special emphasis abut these experiments-is the
support they lend to the proposition'that.when udents are involved
and enthused, a relatively minor Change can prod e profound differences
in the amount learned. T4 students in both theocontrol areexperi27
mental classes were highly motivated in their participation in the
EQUATION§. tournaments. The 44. scoring is a relatively-minor' modifica-
tion ofeihe'conventional scoring,method;'by means of 4+ scoring-the-
players can obtain bonus points for an intermediate score which deer-
mines'their-ranking with respect to the(other players in their game; '

which in turn determines their ultitte score for that day's play in
the tournament. For the ultimate score in. the game at each table;
12 points aredivided among, the three players: 6 to' the high,gcorer,

2 to the low scorer; and 4 to the middle person. ,Thus, ranking'is- .

what is significant in determining the ultimate score, not the magni-
tude of the intermediate scorei but where 4+ scoring differs most -

from the regular scoring is merely in its effect upon the magnitude
of the intermediate score, not in effect upon the ranking. Yet this
seemingly inconsequential Change in the intermediate scoring (i term
of the ultimate scores of the ,game) produced on the tests that are of
thegreatest interest (the hard R tests) gain scores in the eighth-
grade 4+ scoring dtassedthat were nearly three times as great as tha
regular scoring classes and gaps in the seventh-grade 44. scoring
classes ,that mere nearly double those in the regular scoring classes:
'Oe..Rtests are a measure of the learner's ability to recognize the
relevance of a Concept for borving.a problem in addition to the
ability to ado tomPutations'thatinvolliethe concept... This.abIlity-
to discriminate what is relevant is one aspect of "applying" ..deas,in
solving problems. Thaton this R-type'mv..stire the magnitude of the:
relative difference-in Achievetent elicited by suc'h seemingly minor
modification of procedure is SO great is indeed.surprising. 'It seems
to be grounds for optimism about the potentialities torqiiikOving
1 rning processes, by channeling attention appropriately. Lithe.
co textof 4 recreational cognition-:enhancing activity such as these
EQUATIONS tournaments, attention - channeling techniques appear to be
highly effective for increasing capabilityto discriminate what is
relevant in mathematical prOblem-solying. They shouldicie Used more,

and they'deserve to be studie&more.
I
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